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VINYL BANNERS WITH ITS DIFFERENT TYPES, KINDS, AND APPLICATIONS
One way to announce or promote a certain new product or special events is perhaps through using of vinyl banners. Large or small size of printing these vinyl
banners are can be able to print and in many types of weather it can hold up extremely well.

There are many businessmen who like mostly vinyl as there promotional tool, not only because it is the latest trend in advertising, maybe because vinyl is very
durable, versatile, and easy to work with. Because it's durable, vinyl banners can be mounted, attached, or hung in several different ways, making it very
versatile as well. The major advantages of vinyl to any other material is that is can be used conveniently both inside and outside for many different
applications. 

From several different types of vinyl, we can come up to many kinds of vinyl banner with each one lending itself to better applications. Below are several
applications where vinyl banners are commonly used:

    Trade Show Banners           Hanging Banners
    Exhibit Banners           Office Promotional Signs
    Large Format Vinyl Banners       New Housing Development Signs
    Sponsorship Banners           Festival Banners
    Welcome Signs           Street Pole Banners
    Point-of-Purchase Signs       Vinyl Window Signs
    Construction Site Signs             Banner Stands
    Street Banners                Vinyl Car Graphics

In addition, listed below are the different types of vinyl that we can use to create vinyl banners, from small sizes to large format vinyl banners.
•    Scrim Vinyl 
Scrim vinyl is a type of vinyl known for its outdoor durability and strength.
•    Matte Vinyl 
Matte vinyl has a water and glare resistant coating that allows for vibrant, beautiful imaging. 
•    Gloss Vinyl 
Gloss vinyl is designed for printing vibrant, multi-color images that require a gloss surface or require extra "image pop."  Gloss vinyl can be used in a wide
range of banner applications and climatic conditions.  
•    Blackout Vinyl 
Blackout vinyl has a middle layer of black vinyl in between 2 other layers of vinyl.  
•    Adhesive Back Vinyl 
Adhesive back vinyl is exactly as the name suggests a type of vinyl with an adhesive on the back that allows it to stick on any number of surfaces, from foam
board to vehicles. 
•    Mesh Vinyl 
Mesh vinyl has many of the same features as traditional vinyl, including the ability to handle harsh weather conditions. 

Choosing from these different types, kinds, and even different applications of vinyl is not enough. You must also consider the printing company that will work
with the creation of your vinyl banners. If you having trouble finding the right printing company, it is highly recommended that you surf online. From there
you will be able to find many vinyl printing companies that have the equipment necessary to do your printing need.

 


